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her away in marriage to a member of her caste. The poet
was, however, heart-broken, and the anguish of his
heart came out in an impassioned cry in his verse. Ulti-
mately he got her back, and married her. This is a very
trivial, and not an unusual, incident in the life of ari*
Indian chief. But the poet's soft heart made him highly
susceptible to all influences. He felt he was ruthlessly
pursued by his little world and decided to give up his gadi
when sudden death ended his life. He died at the age of
twenty-six, a victim as much of his environments as of his
sensitiveness.
Sometimes, when he affected a poetic style flavoured
with Urdu words, he came to grief. * He misused Persian
words and travestied the conceits of a Hafez and a Sadi,
a Hali and a Nazir/1 But, where he followed the path
which Manilal, Narsinhrao and Manishankar Bhatt had
laid before him, he was very successful. The higher
art of Narsinhrao or Kanta was beyond him; but he
more than made up for it by the subjective intensity
with which he infused every line he wrote. He invested
ordinary Gujarat! expressions with such feeling as to trans:;
mute them into elements of a poetic style.
He loved to call himself a peacock ; and like that soft-
hearted bird, he uttered melodious notes quivering with
high-strung emotion as no one else in the language could.
He was sentimental, highly susceptible to environment, and
displayed all the enthusiasms and defects of youth. Inces-
santly in quest of beauty and a visionary by nature, he had
a live sense of wonder and delight. Everything appealed
to his heightened sensibilities and with a loving hand, he
extracted the inner beauty of a lotus plant, or a wounded
deer, a widowed heart, or a scene in Kashmir.
Passion, sentimentality, a vague longing for freedom
and a morbid love of tears, a penetrating sadness and
a sensuous love of nature— all these he had ; and he gave
profusely of his wealth in his poems and letters.
:: The bulk of .KalSpino KekSram consists of
aiid^the poems associated with it. •-:. They form a lyrical

